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Improved Resolution Backscatter Measurements with
theSeaWindsPencil-Beam Scatterometer
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Abstract—The SeaWindsscatterometer was launched on the
NASA QuikSCAT spacecraft in June 1999 and is planned for the
Japanese ADEOS-II mission in 2000. In addition to generating a
global Ku-band backscatter data set useful for a variety of climate
studies, these flights will provide ocean-surface wind estimates for
use in operational weather forecasting.SeaWindsemploys a com-
pact “pencil-beam” design rather than the “fan-beam” approach
previously used with SASS on Seasat, NSCAT on ADEOS-I, and
the AMI scatterometer on ERS-1, 2. As originally envisioned and
reported, the resolution of the SeaWindsbackscatter measure-
ments were to be antenna-beamwidth limited. In order to satisfy
an emerging demand for higher resolution backscatter data, how-
ever, theSeaWindssignal-processing design has been significantly
modified. Here, the various options considered for improving the
resolution of the SeaWindsmeasurements are discussed, and the
selected hardware modification (the addition of deramp processing
for range discrimination) is described. The radar equation specific
to a rotating pencil-beam scatterometer with digital range filtering
is developed, and the new challenges associated with calibrating
the resulting improved resolution measurements are discussed.
A formulation for assessing the variance of the measurements
due to fading and thermal noise is presented. Finally, the utility
of improved resolution SeaWindsmeasurements for land and
ice studies is demonstrated by simulated enhanced-resolution
imaging of a synthetic Earth backscatter scene.

Index Terms—Radar, scatterometry, sea winds.

I. INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND

SPACEBORNE wind scatterometry has become an in-
creasingly important tool in the effort to monitor the

Earth’s climate, forecast weather, and study ocean–atmosphere
interaction. To continue and expand upon the foundation
provided by the Seasat-A scatterometer (SASS) and the NASA
scatterometer (NSCAT), NASA has developed theSeaWinds
instrument, which is scheduled for two flights. The first is on
the dedicatedQuikSCATmission in June 1999, and the second
is aboard the second Japanese Advanced Earth Observation
Satellite (ADEOS-II) in 2000.

A. SeaWinds Scatterometer Design

As with all scatterometers,SeaWindswill obtain an estimate
of the wind vector by measuring the ocean-surface radar
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backscatter cross section () at multiple azimuth angles.
The geophysical-model function, which relates windspeed
and direction to backscatter cross section, is then numerically
inverted to infer the near-surface wind. In a significant design
departure from previously flown “fan-beam” scatterometer
systems, however,SeaWindsis a “pencil-beam” design.

With fan-beam scatterometers such as SASS, NSCAT, and
the AMI scatterometer on the European Remote Sensing satel-
lite series (ERS-1 and 2), several fixed antennas are deployed to
cast long, narrow illumination patterns at the multiple azimuth
angles required for wind retrieval [1], [6], [15]. The narrow
dimension of the antenna beam pattern provides resolution in
the along-track direction, and Doppler or range filtering is em-
ployed to provide cross-track resolution. The antenna structures
are typically about three meters in length and require large un-
obstructed fields-of-view on the spacecraft.

By contrast, planned pencil-beam systems employ a single,
approximately 1-m parabolic dish that is conically scanned
about the nadir axis to provide multiple azimuth measurements
[17], [22] (see Figs. 1 and 2). A key advantage of pencil-beam
systems is that, because of their more compact design, they are
much easier to accommodate on spacecraft without the neces-
sity of complex deployment schemes or severe field-of-view
constraints. In an era in which smaller space missions with
faster development times are often mandated (as is the case
with theQuikSCATmission, for example [5]) such a reduction
in payload size is highly desirable. An additional advantage
of pencil-beam systems is that, because they measure ocean
backscatter at a constant incidence angle suitable for wind
retrieval, there is no “nadir gap” in swath coverage as there has
been for previous fan-beam systems. The resulting contiguous
swath offers a significant improvement in Earth coverage. For
these reasons, the pencil-beam design has been adopted for
SeaWindsand planned follow-on systems into the next century
[18].

B. Utility of Higher Resolution Measurements with SeaWinds

The original design of theSeaWindsinstrument, which was
developed previous to the flight of NSCAT, is described in [17].
As originally planned, the spatial resolution of themeasure-
ments collected withSeaWindswere to be “beam-limited” (i.e.,
the dimensions of the cell are determined by the antenna
beam footprint on the surface). For theSeaWinds1-m antenna,
the resulting footprint dimensions are roughly 25 km x 35 km
(see Table I). This resolution approach was selected for two rea-
sons: 1) it satisfied resolution requirements for the primary scat-
terometer mission to measure synoptic-scale global winds and
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Fig. 1. SeaWindsmeasurement geometry.

Fig. 2. SeaWindsantenna and rotary mechanism.

2) it enabled high radiometric precision and calibration accu-
racy to be achieved with a very simple hardware design.

The success of the NSCAT mission, however, demonstrated
the benefits of measuring surface backscatter at higher res-

TABLE I
SEAWINDS ANTENNA AND

MEASUREMENT-GEOMETRY PARAMETERS

olution. Although NSCAT was also designed primarily as
a synoptic wind instrument, the inherent spatial resolution
of the backscatter measurements was somewhat higher than
that originally planned forSeaWinds. The narrow NSCAT
antenna patterns were Doppler filtered to form “cells” of
approximately 8 km x 25 km. These measurements proved to be
extremely useful in new scientific applications for spaceborne
scatterometry. Wind fields constructed by utilizing the full
resolution capability of NSCAT exhibit mesoscale motions
in detail [4], [8], allowing more in-depth analysis of storms,
frontal zones, orographic effects, and coastal phenomena.

In addition to ocean-wind vector retrieval, scatterometer
measurements are also finding increased applicability in land
and ice studies, as surface backscatter can be a sensitive in-
dicator of environmental change (see, for example, [10], [13],
and [21]). The utility of the scatterometer data for land and ice
studies is significantly expanded by using a technique referred
to as enhanced resolution imaging (ERI). With ERI, multiple
passes of overlapping scatterometer data over the same region
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are combined to solve for backscatter images that have higher
resolution than the original measurements [9]. Essentially, this
process is equivalent to a deconvolution of themeasurement
spatial-response function. Although images obtained by ERI are
still of much lower resolution than that obtainable with synthetic
aperture radar (SAR), they have the advantage of very frequent
global coverage. Images obtained by ERI have been used in
studies of polar ice and the Amazon rain forest [10], [13].

Examples of algorithms that have been successfully em-
ployed to achieve resolution enhancement of microwave
remote-sensing data include Backus–Gilbert Inversion [16]
and scatterometer image reconstruction with filtering (SIRF)
[9], [12]. As observed with the SIRF algorithm, the practical
resolution achievable with ERI is roughly equivalent to the
narrowest dimension of the measurement cell. For NSCAT,
this limiting resolution is approximately 8 km. If beam-limited
SeaWinds cells are used, however, the corresponding
enhanced resolution achievable is only about 25 km.

Thus, in order to extend the valuable higher resolution capa-
bility demonstrated with NSCAT to the next series of Ku-band
scatterometers, theSeaWindsdesign must be modified to
produce backscatter measurements with improved resolution.
A challenge accompanying any such modification is that high
radiometric precision and calibration accuracy (characteristics
that allow the scatterometer to retrieve winds and detect global
change) must be preserved.

This paper discusses the various options and tradeoffs con-
sidered for improving the resolution of a scanning pencil-beam
scatterometer. The specific design modification implemented
on SeaWindsfor flights on QuikSCATand ADEOS-II (the
addition of range discrimination capability) is described. In
Section III, the new challenges associated with calibrating these
higher resolution ’s are addressed, and the radar equation
for a rotating pencil-beam scatterometer with range filtering
is presented. Also in Section III, the issue of measurement
precision is addressed, and a formulation for the measurement
variance for the higher resolution ’s is given. Finally, in
Section IV, simulation results are shown that demonstrate the
enhanced backscatter imaging capability achievable with the
modified system relative to what was originally achievable
with the beam-limited system. Although the presentation here
is primarily directed toward describing theSeaWindssystem,
the principles developed are applicable to future scanning
pencil-beam scatterometer designs.

II. I MPROVED RESOLUTION APPROACH

A. Range Versus Doppler Discrimination

Before describing the specific range-discrimination modifi-
cation implemented onSeaWinds, it is insightful to discuss the
reasons for selecting this approach over other resolution-im-
provement options. The overriding consideration was that be-
cause the modifications were to be made late in the hardware de-
velopment, only a minimum of changes to the overall instrument
architecture could be accommodated. Furthermore, the ability
to achieve high radiometric accuracy and adequate Earth cov-
erage could not be compromised. In general, these constraints

implied only changes to the radar modulation and signal-pro-
cessing electronics, with no changes to the spacecraft orbit, an-
tenna subsystem, or transmitter, and with only a modest increase
in data rate.

With these limitations in mind, it is instructive to consider
the overall geometry and range/Doppler characteristics of the
SeaWindsbackscatter measurement. As described in [17],Sea-
Windsemploys a 1-m diameter dish antenna with offset feeds
to generate two pencil-beams (the “inner” beam at an off-nadir
angle of 40 and the “outer” beam at an off-nadir angle of 46;
see Fig. 1). The antenna is then conically scanned such that each
point on the Earth within the inner 700 km of the swath is viewed
from four different azimuth directions. They are viewed twice
by the inner beam looking forward then aft and twice by the
outer beam in a similar fashion. Other relevant parameters for
the antenna and scan geometry are given in Table I.

The approximate dimensions of the antenna two-way 3-dB
footprint contour, along with the associated two-way iso-range
and iso-Doppler lines are conceptually illustrated in Fig. 3. Two
representative cases are shown. One is the case in which the
beam is scanned to an azimuth angle of 0(beam looking in
the direction of spacecraft motion), and the other is the case in
which the beam is scanned to an azimuth of 90(beam looking
perpendicular to spacecraft motion). Note that for the 0azimuth
case, the iso-range and iso-Doppler lines are approximately par-
allel, whereas in the 90case, they are nearly perpendicular.
Other azimuth angles will yield various intermediate states of
these two cases, with the range and Doppler lines slanting with
respect to each other.

Ideally, we desire a processing scheme that resolves the foot-
print in two orthogonal dimensions simultaneously, in effect ob-
taining a low-resolution SAR measurement with both range and
Doppler resolution. Unfortunately, this goal is problematic with
the existingSeaWindsarchitecture. In addition to increased pro-
cessor complexity, one reason for this is that the diameter of
theSeaWindsantenna (1 m) is smaller than that required to si-
multaneously avoid range and Doppler ambiguities [20]. To see
this, consider that the beam fill time (the difference in roundtrip
flight time from the near edge to the far edge of the antenna
footprint) is approximately 0.28 ms. To avoid range ambigui-
ties within the footprint, this implies a maximum PRF of 3.6
kHz. The total Doppler bandwidth across the footprint, how-
ever, is approximately 10 kHz, and thus requires a minimum 10
kHz PRF in order to unambiguously resolve the scene in az-
imuth. A measurement without ambiguity difficulties would re-
quire an antenna diameter in excess of two meters to achieve a
sufficiently narrow beamwidth, violating a key requirement that
the instrument be physically compact. Even if the antenna were
large enough, as the antenna is scanned near 0or 180 azimuth,
the Doppler and range lines are nearly parallel, degrading the
two-dimensional (2-D) resolution.

As an alternative, we consider performing either pure range
filtering or pure Doppler filtering to achieve spatial “slices”
through the antenna footprint, where resolution is only im-
proved in one dimension. Again referring to Fig. 3, we have
illustrated idealized slices (or “cells,” as they are also called)
formed by range discrimination or Doppler discrimination
with dark-shaded and light-shaded regions, respectively. As
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Fig. 3. Conceptual diagram ofSeaWinds3-dB antenna footprint projected on the surface (oval) with two-way iso-range (solid) and iso-Doppler (dashed) lines.
Shaded areas illustrate range-filtered (dark) and Doppler-filtered (light) resolution elements.

will be demonstrated more fully in Section IV, the fact that
we can improve resolution in at least one dimension is still
of significant benefit, particularly for land and ice images
constructed with ERI. To decide whether range or Doppler
filtering should be employed forSeaWinds, two issues were
considered: backscatter measurement variance and the geomet-
rical orientation of the resultant cells.

The measurement-variance issue is discussed in more detail
in Section III, but a brief argument is given here to justify the
filtering strategy selected forSeaWinds. Scatterometer measure-
ments of surface are noisy due to Rayleigh fading and be-
cause of the presence of thermal noise. A key goal of scatterom-
eter design is to minimize the noise variance. When the SNR
is large, as it generally is for land, ice, and moderate to high
ocean winds, Rayleigh fading is the dominant factor, and the
variance of each measurement is related to the number of in-
dependent “looks” achieved [20].

In the Doppler-filtering case, the maximum number of
“looks” available is related to the Doppler frequency resolution
associated with the transmit signal. For the selectedSeaWinds
timing, the maximum integration time on each scene is 1.5
ms, implying a best Doppler resolution of 1/(1.5 ms)666
Hz. Given that the total Doppler bandwidth of the illuminated
region is about 10 kHz, the footprint could theoretically be
resolved into as many as 10 000 ÷ 666 = 15 separate elements,
each constituting one independent “look” at the surface. If the
footprint is equally divided into four resolution slices, each
slice would thus contain the equivalent of 3.75 independent
looks, corresponding to a normalized-measurement standard
deviation of 52% ( ) of the actual value.
Measurement variance cannot be further reduced without
improving the Doppler resolution by lengthening the transmit
pulse, which is not allowed by the timing constraints.

In the range-filtering case, however, the inherent resolution is
a function of the bandwidth of the modulated transmit pulse. If
the transmit pulse is modulated with a linear chirp at a rate of
250 kHz/ms, the resulting pulse will have a bandwidth of 375
kHz, corresponding to a time-delay resolution of 1/(375 kHz)

2.7 µs. This in turn corresponds to a surface-distance reso-

lution of about 0.7 km for the outer beam. If the 36 km-long
outer-beam footprint is divided equally into four 9 km slices,
this implies 9 ÷ 0.7 = 12.86 looks per slice, or a measurement
standard deviation of 28% ( ) of the true
value. If SNR is sufficiently high, the measurement variance can
be further improved in the range-filtering case by increasing the
bandwidth of the transmitted pulse. The flexibility to improve
the measurement accuracy of the slices, and consequently the
accuracy of geophysical products such as winds and surface im-
ages, by adjusting the transmit modulation bandwidth is a key
advantage of the range-filtering approach.

A rough, intuitive assessment of the comparative wind per-
formance for different modulation approaches may be made by
considering the variance when all backscatter measurements are
combined in the wind retrieval. For wind estimates at 25-km res-
olution, all slices from all azimuth directions which fall in a
25 km box or “wind vector cell” on the ocean surface are used
in the wind retrieval. If each footprint is divided into four slices,
theSeaWindsPRF and scan rate dictates that there will be, on
average, about 40 slices available for each wind measurement.
In a simplified sense, the windspeed accuracy achievable can
be estimated by considering the standard deviation that results
when all 40 measurements are averaged. For the Doppler res-
olution case discussed above, the effective combined standard
deviation is thus 8% ( ) or, equivalently,
0.33 dB of the true value. For the range-resolution case, the cor-
responding standard deviation is 4% ( )
or 0.17 dB about the actual value. Measurements of high wind
speed are most sensitive to errors in. For a 20 m/s wind, a
0.33 dB or 0.17 dB backscatter error translates into a 1.7 m/s or
0.9 m/s windspeed error, respectively. Thus, the use of range fil-
tering has the potential to improve wind performance by at least
a factor of two over Doppler filtering for theSeaWindsdesign.

A secondary consideration is the orientation of theslices.
Because ERI algorithms utilize many overlappingmeasure-
ments, possibly from multiple orbits, it is generally desirable
to have the slices oriented at different angles so that resolu-
tion may be enhanced effectively in all directions. As shown in
Fig. 3, this requirement favors range filtering because the ori-
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Fig. 4. Block diagram ofSeaWindsradar system.

Fig. 5. SeaWindstransmit and receive timing. Note that pulses alternate between inner and outer beam, with two pulses in flight.

entation of the cells rotates with azimuth angle, as opposed to
Doppler filtering, in which the cells are oriented roughly per-
pendicular with the direction of flight. Because of the above-de-
scribed advantages in measurement variance and cell orienta-
tion, the range-discrimination approach was chosen to form the
SeaWindsimproved-resolution cells.

B. Range-Filtering Implementation

Because of the relatively low peak power available with the
SeaWindstransmitter, a chirp/deramp technique was selected
to achieve range resolution. This type of processing is similar
to that employed by other spaceborne radar instruments (e.g.,
[23]), and minimizes modifications to the existing low-resolu-
tion SeaWindsdesign. A functional diagram of theSeaWinds
radar is shown in Fig. 4. Upon command from the timing con-
troller, the transmitter, which consists of a modulated signal gen-
erator driving a traveling wave tube (TWT) amplifier, issues
a 1.5-ms duration, 110-W Ku-band pulse. In the previous de-
sign, the pulse was MSK modulated to optimize the measure-
ment variance for the simple “nonmatched” square-law detec-
tion scheme used to obtain beam-limitedcells [11], [17]. For
range discrimination, the transmit pulse is now modulated with
a linear-frequency chirp at a chirp rate of 250 kHz/ms for a total
bandwidth of 375 kHz. (A discussion of how this specific chirp
rate was selected is in Section III-B.)

Due to the motion of the satellite relative to the Earth, a gross
Doppler shift of between ±500 kHz is imparted to the echo re-
turn, depending on the antenna-azimuth position. In theSea-
Windsdesign, this Doppler shift is precompensated by tuning
the transmit carrier frequency to 13.402 GHz minus the ex-
pected Doppler shift from the footprint center location. Precom-
pensating for Doppler shift produces an echo signal that always
occurs at the same baseband frequency after downconversion.
The transmit pulse is routed to either the inner or outer beam
through a coaxial rotary joint to the spinning section of the an-

tenna assembly. An important feature of any scatterometer is
the accurate calibration of the transmit power and receiver gain
(see Section III-A). These parameters are measured simultane-
ously by periodically injecting the transmit pulse, attenuated by
a known amount, into the receiver via the calibration-loop cou-
pler.

The pulse repetition and echo-gate timing, which is designed
to provide a sufficiently dense sampling of measurements on
the surface as the antenna rotates, is shown in Fig. 5. Transmit
pulses occur every 5.4 ms and alternate between the inner and
outer beams. This produces an effective PRF of 92.5 Hz for each
beam. The roundtrip flight times for the inner and outer beam
pulses is approximately 7.3 ms and 8.3 ms, respectively, and
thus, each echo returns after the succeeding transmit pulse. In
Fig. 5, the echo returns are depicted as trapezoids to indicate dis-
persion due to the antenna footprint fill time of approximately
0.3 ms.

The echo signal processing, which constitutes the most sig-
nificant modification made to implement range discrimination,
is diagrammed in Fig. 6. After downconversion to baseband, the
echo is digitally sampled. The total echo return, which is the
sum of all the echo returns from scatterers across the illuminated
region, is then digitally “deramped” by mixing with a chirped
reference single. This operation effectively converts range de-
lays into frequency shifts (i.e., each discrete frequency in the
deramped signal corresponds to the return from a given range
line on the surface plus a small Doppler shift effect discussed in
Section III). To extract the range information, a discrete Fourier
transform (implemented as an FFT) is performed on the der-
amped signal and a periodogram is formed by applying a magni-
tude-squared operation. The periodogram bins are then summed
into twelve range-slice energy measurements to be telemetered
to the ground.

To illustrate further, Fig. 7 shows a conceptual plot of the de-
ramped power spectral density (shaded region) and slice band-
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Fig. 6. Functional diagram ofSeaWindsdigital-range processing and “noise-only” processing.

Fig. 7. Conceptual diagram illustrating deramped echo spectrum (shaded), range slices, and other bandwidths used in processing. The energy in each of the 12
spectral slices is accumulated to form each measurementC .

widths. For the selectedSeaWindschirp rate of 250 kHz/ms, the
deramped spectral density has a 3-dB bandwidth ( ) of ap-
proximately 40 kHz. The returned energy for theth slice
is formed by summing adjacent periodogram bins over the slice
bandwidth . For SeaWinds, it was decided that cells that
resolve the surface to approximately 7 km in the narrow (range)
dimension would be constructed. For the given chirp rate, this
corresponds to kHz. This bandwidth is used for the
ten innermost slices. The two outermost slices are termed “guard
slices,” and are assigned a somewhat larger bandwidth. The total
bandwidth spanned by all twelve slices is approximately 200
kHz, and is designed so as to capture the entire deramped echo
spectrum.

As in the previous design [17], a wideband “noise-only”
measurement ( ) is made by passing the return echo and
system noise through a filter with bandwidth MHz,
then square-law detecting, and then integrating. This measure-
ment is used in determining the thermal-noise background
component to , which must be subtracted off before can
be estimated.

C. Estimation

The estimation of from the telemetered measurements is
essentially a two-step process. First, an estimate of the thermal
noise contribution (instrument plus Earth scene) to a given slice

must be subtracted from the slice measurementto yield
an estimate of the “signal-only” power

(1)

For low windspeeds, the noise contribution may be ten times the
signal strength, and thus, the accurate determination ofis a
crucial step (see the Appendix).

The second step is to relate the signal-only echo energy to a
value of on the Earth’s surface by applying the radar calibra-
tion parameter

(2)

Equation (2) is a shorthand expression for the distributed-target
radar equation [20]. Here, incorporates all instrumental
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and geometrical parameters (antenna gain, transmit power,
slant range, etc.) necessary to define the relationship between
detected echo energy and. The radar equation specific to a
scanning pencil-beam scatterometer with digital-range filtering
is developed in the next section.

III. B ACKSCATTER MEASUREMENTACCURACY

In the previous section, the overall resolution approach,
along with the selected signal-processing implementation, was
described. Although it is clear that resolution is easily enhanced
by the addition of range filtering, it is critical that the issue of

-measurement accuracy be addressed as well. A fundamental
requirement of scatterometer instruments is the ability to
measure surface backscatter with very high accuracy. Such
accuracy is required to retrieve winds and detect long-term
climatic change. In general, achieving the desired measurement
accuracy is more difficult with cells formed by “range
slicing” than in the simple beam-limited case and requires the
introduction of new formulations for the radar equation and
backscatter measurement variance calculation. This section
provides the necessary analytical framework for addressing the
issue of accuracy forSeaWindswith digital range filtering
and discusses several of the tradeoffs that must be conducted
to optimize performance. We address two main aspects of
measurement accuracy: calibration associated with the
parameter in (2) and -measurement variance associated with
random fluctuations in due to fading and thermal noise.

A. Calibration

Calibration accuracy refers to the scatterometer’s ability to
determine the true backscatter cross section given the intensity
of the echo return. In essence, it is the accuracy with which we
know the radar parameter in (2). In general, calibration error
can be divided into two sources: radiometric errors, which are
caused by uncertainty in our knowledge of instrument–compo-
nent gains and losses, and geometric errors, which arise chiefly
from imperfect knowledge of the exact pointing of the antenna
pattern. As will be discussed, it is primarily the geometric errors
that limit the calibration performance of a well-designed scat-
terometer instrument.

It is also important to differentiate between “absolute” and
“relative” calibration errors. An absolute error is the degree to
which a measurement of differs from the “true” value. A rela-
tive calibration error, however, is the difference in absolute error
between two measurements separated in space and/or time.
Because we are most interested in detecting either spatial or
temporal change in surface backscatter, it is particularly impor-
tant to minimize relative error. To produce marine wind fields
with the desired accuracy and to allow maximum sensitivity to
climatologically induced changes in surface backscatter, rela-
tive calibration accuracy of 0.2 dB is desired. This challenging
goal requires a detailed consideration of all radiometric and geo-
metric factors affecting the parameter for each cell.

1) Expression for : The first step in the calibration of the
instrument involves the development of an expression for the
parameter . In deriving , we track the radar signal through

its interaction with the surface and the subsequent echo signal
processing.

The transmitted signal can be written as

(3)

where is time from onset of transmit pulse, is total energy
in transmit pulse, is the transmit pulse-power envelope such
that , is the transmit-carrier frequency, is the
Doppler-compensation frequency, andis the chirp rate.

The echo return from the surface can be treated as the sum-
mation of returns from many independent scattering “patches,”
each with a different range delay and Doppler shift [11], [20].
It is assumed that each patch is large relative to the correlation
length of the surface but sufficiently small so that the Doppler
shift and slant range do not vary significantly over its dimen-
sions. The echo return from theth scattering patch is expressed
as

(4)

Here, is the normalized backscatter cross section at the scat-
tering patch, is a univariant Rayleigh random variable for the
signal amplitude due to fading, is a uniform random variable
(over 0– ) for the random phase of the return from the patch,

is the Doppler shift of the patch, and is the roundtrip
flight time to the patch given by where is the
slant range to the patch.

The value in (4) is defined such that

(5)

where is the transmit wavelength, is the receiver gain,
is the peak antenna gain, and is the total two-way system
loss. The echo return is windowed by the function

(6)

where is the area of the scattering patch, and is the
normalized antenna-pattern gain in the direction of theth scat-
tering patch at time. The term reflects the fact
that the antenna gain is changing as a function of time as the
antenna rotates (see [14]).

The composite return over the entire footprint is given
by

(7)

where the summation is over all contiguous, unique patches in
the illuminated region . In this analysis, discrete summation
over the illuminated region, rather than the more conventional
integral representation, is used for clarity and to reflect the fact
that is evaluated numerically in practice. As with all numer-
ical integrations, the size of and the extent of are ulti-
mately selected such that acceptable convergence is achieved.
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At the receiver, the signal is downconverted and deramped by
multiplying with

(8)

where is the reference delay, to yield

(9)

Here, is the baseband frequency of the return from theth
patch and is given by

(10)

The new phase term is a function of but is still a random
variable uniformly distributed over (0–2). Examining (9) and
(10), it is evident that the deramped echo is a composite of
many scaled, windowed, single-frequency tones with random
phase. Each tonal frequency is determined by the range delay
and Doppler shift associated with each scatterer. Note then, that
the processing does not represent pure range filtering because
the iso-baseband frequency lines on the surface will be some-
what tilted with respect to the iso-range lines, the magnitude of
the tilt being a function of the chirp rate.

The deramped signal is then digitally sampled and gated to
form the sequence

(11)

Here, the sample time is equal to , where is the
time associated with the first sample input to the DFT,is the
sample number, andis the sample period. is a rectangular
window function representing the range gate ( for signal
“on” or for signal “off”).

To form the slice measurement , a DFT is applied to
the sample sequence, the Fourier domain sequence is magni-
tude squared, and then the appropriate periodogram bins are
summed. Also, we assume that the backscatter cross section is
constant over the slice to obtain

(12)

where and are the start and end bin numbers (corre-
sponding to the bounding frequencies from Fig. 7) of theth
slice, and is the total number of samples input to the DFT
(i.e., FFT size).

Because is a random quantity, we must take the expected
value to find

(13)

where, to eliminate the random variables and reorder the sum-
mations, we have utilized the assumption that separate scat-
tering patches are uncorrelated (i.e., that for

), and that is univariant. Referring to (2), we conclude
that

(14)

Equation (14) is a general expression forfor a rotating an-
tenna with digital-range filtering.

Under certain conditions (which apply in the case ofSea-
Winds), the computation of may be simplified somewhat. If
the transmit pulse envelope is rectangular, we can write

for

otherwise
(15)

where is the time of transmit-pulse start. If we further assume
that the antenna gain in the direction of a given surface patch is
constant during the pulse length, we can also write

(16)

where is the gain in the direction of theth patch at
the time of transmit, and is the gain in the direction of
the th patch at the time of receive after the antenna has rotated
during the pulse roundtrip flight time . The previous two as-
sumptions are equivalent to assuming that the echo return from a
given scatterer is flat and is not modulated by either the pulse en-
velope or the rotating antenna beam. The sampled signal values
will thus correspond to a rectangular window whose length is
determined by the overlap between the delayed return pulse and
the range-gate window.

Employing (15) and (16), (14) can be written as

(17)

Here, is the sample in the sequence associated with
the leading edge of the gated echo from theth patch. is
the length of the echo from theth patch (given in number of
samples) captured by the range gate. is given by

int (18)

It will be convenient, particularly for the analysis of measure-
ment variance, to define the DFT term in (17) as the function
where

(19)
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Fig. 8. X-parameter calculation geometry. Shaded region represents theith surface element with incremental area�A . Dotted lines represent lines of constant
baseband frequency, with baseband frequency ofith elementf . Offset ovals represent antenna-footprint position at the time of transmit and receive. Range from
the ith element to sensor isr .

Evaluating (19), we find that

(20)

Note that because the complex phase term in cancels,
we can always sum from 0 to in the DFT, regardless of the
pulse position in the range gate. Equation (17) becomes (21), as
shown at the bottom of the page.

For clarity, Fig. 8 is provided to illustrate the integration over
the scattering patches. Using (21),for a sample slice is plotted
versus orbit position and antenna azimuth angle for the expected
QuikSCATorbit in Fig. 9. Note that the value of varies signifi-
cantly, necessitating an adjustment as a function of orbit position
and antenna azimuth to maintain calibration accuracy. Despite
the simplifications embodied in (21), is still too computation-
ally expensive to compute repeatedly for each individual pulse
during ground-data processing. Where the satellite orbit is very
stable, as is expected for both theQuikSCATand ADEOS-II
spacecraft, may be precomputed in tabular form and then in-

terpolated in azimuth and orbit position to obtain values for each
pulse and slice.

2) Spatial-Response Function and Surface Sampling:It is
insightful to view the parameter as an integration of the in-
strument spatial-response function on the Earth’s surface. The
spatial-response function can be constructed from (21) by taking
the energy contribution to the slice from each scattering patch
and then normalizing by the area of the patch. Denoting this
function as , we have

(22)

where is the surface position (in latitude and longitude, for
instance) of theth patch.

In Fig. 10, the spatial-response function is displayed for two
cases. In Fig. 10(a), the response for the beam-limited case (no
range filtering) is shown. In Fig. 10(b), the response for an ex-
ample range slice of width 7 km ( kHz for
kHz/ms) is shown. Here, it is clear that the measured cross-sec-
tion will be an average of surface weighted by the spatial

(21)
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Fig. 9. X-parameter for example slice versus orbit time (one complete orbit=6080 s) and antenna-scan azimuth angle. Here,X has been normalized by its mean
value.

response function. In Fig. 10(b), note the sharp dropoff of the
response function in the range direction. Such a sharp edge
in the spatial response preserves high-frequency information
in the spatial-frequency domain, and thus, it is a highly de-
sirable property for enhanced-resolution, image reconstruction
purposes. Note also the tilt in the orientation of the slice due to
Doppler shift across the footprint. In Fig. 11, the surface sam-
pling achieved by the center eight slices for several consecu-
tive pulses is shown. The eight center slices correspond approx-
imately to the extent of the antenna main beam and thus, they
are the slices expected to yield measurements of sufficient ac-
curacy. Here, the -cell outlines are delineated by plotting the
approximate 3-dB contour of the slice response. As is evident,
the measurements form a very dense sampling of the surface
with many overlapping cells. This is another property favorable
for ERI [3], as well as higher resolution wind retrieval.

3) Errors in : Regardless of the care taken in deriving an
expression for , the calibration accuracy can only be as good
as our knowledge of the various instrumental and geometric pa-
rameters comprising . The parameter in (5) embodies all

radiometric components of . Although there is potential for
error in determining the value of , this error is likely to be a
constant bias for all measurements and should not contribute
significantly to relative calibration error. This is because the
determination of transmit power and receiver gain through pe-
riodic “loop-back” calibration measurements relies on a very
stable, thermally controlled waveguide coupler. Furthermore,
the antenna gain and system losses are likewise expected to be
quite constant because of reliance on equally stable passive RF
components. What can change on-orbit, however, is the mea-
surement geometry, primarily through variations in the space-
craft attitude. In fact, attitude-knowledge errors were observed
to constitute the dominant source of relative calibration error for
both the SEASAT-A and NSCAT scatterometers [7], [19].

As the attitude changes, the antenna pattern shifts with re-
spect to the lines of constant baseband frequency on the Earth,
which form the slice edges. If the attitude change is unknown,
an error in , and consequently an error in , will result. The
magnitude of this error can be evaluated by taking the ratio of
calculated at the true attitude to the estimated attitude. In gen-
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 10. (a) Example inner-beam,� -cell spatial response for beam-limited
(no range filtering) case. (b) Example inner-beam,� -cell spatial response for
center-range slice. Contour spacing at 1-dB intervals.

eral, we are much more sensitive to attitude changes that effect
the elevation angle of the antenna pointing (spacecraft pitch and
roll) as opposed to changes that effect the azimuth angle (space-
craft yaw). In Fig. 12, the error in is plotted versus the error
in elevation angle for different slices. The slices are numbered
according to their position in the antenna beam. Slice 1 is an
“inner” slice near the peak of the antenna pattern as projected
on the surface and slice 5 is an “outer” slice further down on
the main beam. It is evident that slices near the peak (where
the antenna pattern varies slowly) are relatively insensitive to
changes in pointing, whereas the outer slices where the pattern
is changing rapidly are quite sensitive to pointing errors. This,
then, becomes a key design consideration for improved resolu-
tion measurements that did not exist for the low-resolution case.
To achieve the desired calibration accuracy for all slices requires
spacecraft pointing knowledge on the order of 0.02. Less am-
bitious designs for the spacecraft attitude determination system,

however, would imply that calibration goals may still be met for
the innermost slices.

B. Backscatter Measurement Variance

As mentioned in Section II, measurements of the detected en-
ergy are “noisy” due to radar fading and the presence of
system thermal noise. Unlike calibration error, which is essen-
tially deterministic and can be improved by better knowledge
of instrument parameter values and pointing, the random varia-
tions in place a fundamental limit on the instrument preci-
sion. For the selected range-filtering implementation, however,
we may optimize measurement precision by careful selection of
the transmit chirp rate and slice bandwidth. This section presents
the various equations necessary to perform this optimization and
discusses results for the SeaWinds design.

1) Parameter: Previous studies have addressed in detail
the issue of measurement variance for fan-beam systems with
Doppler filtering [2] and pencil-beam systems with transmit
modulation and square-law detection [11]. Here, the analysis
specific to a pencil-beam scatterometer with linear chirp modu-
lation and digital range filtering is outlined.

In scatterometry, it has become customary to define the mea-
surement error in terms of the so-called parameter

Var Var
(23)

where the slice index “” has been dropped for notational sim-
plicity. is then the normalized standard deviation of the mea-
surement error or percentage error. A goal of scatterometer de-
sign is the minimization of . From (1), we can write the vari-
ance of as

Var Var Var

(24)

As is shown in [11], when , the second and third terms
of (24) are much smaller than Var . ForSeaWinds, because

MHz and kHz, this condition applies and
allows us to assume

Var
(25)

Because the derivation of Var is somewhat involved,
only the major assumptions and results are discussed here. The
derivation procedure is more similar to the development de-
scribed in [11], which employs time domain techniques, rather
than [2] which employs a frequency domain approach. This is
to insure that the resultant expression is sufficiently general to
handle the case where the echo return can not be accurately
modeled as a stationary random process. Noting thatcan
be written as

(26)
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Fig. 11. Center eight-slice outlines for eleven consecutive transmit pulses for the inner antenna beam. Slice outlines are given by approximations of the 3-dB
spatial-response contour.

where is the signal sequence as described in (11), and
is the noise sequence, the necessary expectations of squared
terms and associated cross products are then taken. Making the
reasonable assumption that both signal and noise-voltage terms
are Gaussian distributed, a familiar expansion for the fourth-
order moment of Gaussian random variables is employed [11].
Further assuming that the return echo from a given scatterer has
a rectangular envelope (the same assumption that was made to
develop (21)) it can be shown that

SNR SNR
(27)

Here, the SNR is defined as

SNR (28)

where is the range-gate length, and is the noise-floor
power spectral density expressed in suitable units. The parame-

ters , , and can be shown in (29), at the bottom of the page.
Where is as defined in (20), is the sample number in

corresponding to the opening of the range gate,is the
duration (in number of samples) of the range-gate open time,

is the total number of periodogram bins summed to form the
slice, and is defined as

(30)

Equation (29) can be approximated by a form more suited to
intuitive analysis by making the following assumptions:

1) echo return is nearly stationary, i.e., the pulse length
(1.5 ms forSeaWinds) is much greater than the time it
takes the fill the entire antenna beam (about 0.3 ms for
SeaWinds);

2) ;
3) .

(29)
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Fig. 12. � calibration (or, equivalently,X error) as a function of antenna-pointing elevation-angle knowledge accuracy. Slice 1 is the innermost slice (closest to
antenna beam center), and Slice 5 is the outermost slice (on edge of the antenna pattern).

Under these conditions, which apply forSeaWinds, we can ap-
proximate , , and as

(31)

Taking (31) together with (27) and (28), we obtain insight
into the design considerations necessary to minimize. The
“ ” term is the contribution to the variance due to radar signal
fading alone, with approximating the number of indepen-
dent “looks” associated with a given measurement slice. As-
suming that is fixed due to timing and sampling constraints,
we can only reduce by increasing the bandwidth of the slice
measurement, . The slice bandwidth is, in turn, related to the
narrow (range) dimension of the slice spatial response on the
surface and the transmit chirp rate. For theSeaWindsorbit alti-
tude of 800 km

(32)

where is the slice bandwidth in kHz, is the transmit-pulse
chirp rate in kHz/ms, and is the mean-range dimension of
the slice in km. Thus, for a given slice dimension, we can in-
crease the bandwidth by increasing the chirp rate. As discussed
in [17], we desire to make as large as possible for a scanning
scatterometer to compensate for the relatively short integration

times ( and ), as opposed to the longer dwell times avail-
able with nonscanning, fan-beam systems.

A tradeoff exists, however, because asis increased, SNR
decreases [see (28)], and the second and third terms of (27)
get larger. In other words, we must balance the benefits of a
larger measurement bandwidth with the effects of allowing
more thermal noise to enter the measurement. This analysis
is governed by a consideration of the backscatter strength
from ocean winds, which generally have lower SNR than
land targets. A similar tradeoff analysis was performed for
the previous beam-limitedSeaWindsdesign (outlined in [17]).
Proceeding along similar lines, a chirp rate of kHz/ms
was selected for the new design with range filtering. This
value was found to strike a balance in performance for
high windspeeds (which have high inherent SNR (6 dB)
and hence, benefit from larger measurement bandwidths) and
low windspeeds (which have low SNR (0 dB), where the
variance may be made worse by increasing the measurement
bandwidth).

IV. ENHANCED-RESOLUTION IMAGING PERFORMANCE

As one example of how the addition of range-filtering capa-
bility expands the utility ofSeaWinds, in this section, we ex-
amine the resulting improved “land ice” imaging performance.
As previously noted, Ku-band scatterometermeasurements
have proved to be very useful in land and ice studies (hence, the
desire to maintain a long time series of such measurements).
While the original design ofSeaWindswould have provided us-
able measurements, the modified design will providemea-
surements with significantly improved resolution. This is ex-
pected to extend the utility of theSeaWindsmeasurements in
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Fig. 13. Simulated images fromQuikSCAT/SeaWinds. (a) Simulated truth
image, (b) gridded image (25-km grid) using beam-limited footprint (no
slicing), (c) SIR-enhanced resolution image using beam-limited footprint, (d)
gridded image using the ten inner slices (25-km grid), and (e) SIRF-enhanced
resolution image using slices. Pixel resolution is 4.5 km. The area is a small,
synthetic region in Wilkes Land, Antarctica (hence the odd shape, which is a
box in latitudinal/longitudinal space but is mapped using a Lambert projection
to a flat map).

land ice science studies, as well as for the primary wind ob-
servation mission. Here, the land ice imaging resolution of the
original and modifiedSeaWindsdesigns are compared using
conventional gridding and a particular ERI technique known as
scatterometer image reconstruction with filtering (SIRF) [9].

To make the performance comparison, both beam-limited and
range-sliced cells are used. Simulated backscatter measure-
ments are generated with the aid of a synthetic image of the sur-
face [see Fig. 13(a)], which is similar to that used in [9]. For
each beam-limited footprint or range slice, the effectivemea-
surement is computed as the weighted average of the pixels of
the synthetic image, where the weighting is the spatial response
function described earlier. Then, is computed, and Monte
Carlo noise is added to generate a simulated noisy-measure-
ment. For this analysis, calibration errors were neglected.

In order to simulate the Earth location and orientation of the
measurements, the synthetic test image was located over Wilkes
Land, Antarctica. The test region is approximately 1000 km x
800 km and is centered at 74.5S and 128.5W. Over a one-day
period, at least part of the test site is observed during five passes
of QuikSCAT. The imaging results for a number of cases are
compared in Fig. 13. Using the simulatedmeasurements, im-
ages were computed using a (nonenhanced) gridding approach
and the SIRF resolution enhancement technique for both beam-
limited cells and slices. The nonenhanced grid images have a
pixel resolution of approximately 25 km, while the SIRF im-
ages have a pixel resolution of approximately 4.5 km.

To generate the nonenhanced images, eachmeasurement
is assigned to the grid element in which its center falls. The av-
erage is then computed and assigned to the associated pixel.
The SIRF images were generated with a modified form of the
SIRF algorithm. While the original SIRF algorithm (described
in [9]) is bivariate, estimating both the incidence-angle normal-
ized and the incidence-angle dependence of, the algo-
rithm used here is modified to image only, similar to the ra-
diometer version of the algorithm [12].

Subjectively, the addition of range-resolution capability is
observed to significantly improve the effective 2-D resolution
of land ice images produced from the simulatedSeaWinds
measurements whether or not resolution enhancement is
applied. Even though range filtering resolves the footprint
in just one dimension, this is true because of the different
orientations of the cells contributing to each pixel. Using
the SIRF algorithm further improves the image resolution over
the gridding approach. Because theSeaWindsmeasurements
densely overlap, reasonable images can be made from only one
day of data in this polar region. However, the noise level in the
images can be reduced if multiple days are combined and the
surface is temporally stable.

V. SUMMARY

Flights of theSeaWindsinstrument in 1999 and 2000 form the
foundation of the NASA Ku-band scatterometer program into
the next century. In this paper, the new design forSeaWindsreso-
lution processing has been described. As demonstrated, the spa-
tial resolution performance ofSeaWindshas been significantly
improved by the addition of a range filtering scheme. This will
be particularly useful for land and ice images constructed using
enhanced-resolution imaging algorithms. Range slicing of the
antenna footprint, coupled with the application of ERI, is thus
an economical way of extending the capabilities of small, scan-
ning pencil-beam scatterometers such asSeaWinds.

As discussed, range filtering is generally preferred over
Doppler filtering because of superior measurement variance
performance and more favorable geometrical orientation of the

cells. Although range discrimination by deramp processing
is a relatively straightforward approach, its implementation
must be accompanied by a careful accounting of geometric
calibration factors in order to meet backscatter measurement
accuracy goals. This involves a formulation for the radar
equation, which includes digital processing and antenna rota-
tion effects, as well as a consideration of spacecraft attitude
variations. Tradeoffs to obtain minimum-measurement vari-
ance by optimizing the chirp rate and detection bandwidth for
the available SNR must also be conducted to obtain the best
performance.

APPENDIX

CALCULATING

As discussed in Section II, to determine from each mea-
surement slice, we must first subtract the thermal-noise energy
component . To determine , we use both the noise-only
processor output and the sum of all the slice measurements

, where .
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To insure that the thermal-noise estimate corresponds to the
same surface scene observed during the slice measurement, the
noise-only and signal + noise processing operations are gated
simultaneously (see [17]). Thus, we have

(33)

where and are the receiver gains through the noise-only
and signal + noise processing paths, respectively,is the total
echo energy captured during gate time, and are the
effective bandwidths of the two measurements (see Fig. 7), and

is the thermal-noise power spectral density. Here, it is as-
sumed that is sufficiently wide to pass all the deramped echo
power spectrum.

Eliminating and solving for , we obtain

(34)

which is the total thermal-noise contribution in the bandwidth
. Note that to get this result, we needed only the ratio of the

gains in the two channels and not their numerical values. Be-
cause we know , we can obtain

(35)
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